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Professor Anne-Marie Brady addressing our AGM on the topic of China’s Political Interference 

Activities in NZ 

Welcome to our September Branch Newsletter 
This newsletter is to keep you up to date with a number of things that your Branch                 
Committee has been involved with this year. 
 
Branch Annual General Meeting 
Thank to all those members who attended our Branch AGM held on Wednesday 4th              
of September at the Shilling Club. Minutes of the meeting will be presented to the               
first new committee meeting on Wednesday 18th of September and will be available             
after that on request from the secretary (contact details below). 
The AGM also elected a new committee and farewelled Warwick Anderson from the             
role of co-president. Rob Stowell will join Garrick as our new co-president. Thanks to              
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all those who agreed to be nominated. Our new committee’s contact details are             
below. Also acknowledged was committee member Ravi Sharma who stepped down           
from the committee. 
After the procedural matters were completed, the meeting heard from TEU National            
President Michael Gilchrist on issues facing the TEU nationally. The most important            
of these is the current Review of Vocational Education in this country which Michael              
characterised as “bigger than Ben Hur.” Also ongoing is the Tertiary Education            
Strategy and National Office have been organising meetings around the country.           
Submissions and member input will be sought in October. PBRF is also to be              
reviewed this year and Michael will be leading a project to respond to this. 
The AGM was also addressed by TEU Canterbury Branch member Professor           
Anne-Marie Brady who was awarded a TEU award of Excellence for Academic            
Freedom at this year’s TEU National conference. Anne-Marie described how her           
research has led to significant unwelcome pressure, both on her personally and on             
the University, to compromise her research.  
Minutes of the AGM were approved at the first Branch Committee meeting on             
Wednesday 18th of September. Members who would like a copy are invited to email              
the Branch secretary. 
Your committee has had a busy year and this was outlined in our co-president’s              
report. 
 
TEU UC Branch Co-Presidents Annual Report 
September 4th, 2019 
Tena koutou katoa 

Branch level  
At the local branch level the year has been steadily consistent, with wage bargaining              
being perhaps the most significant activity we engaged in this year. The bargaining             
team was pretty happy with the result – which entailed wage increases by 2% this               
year, 2.5% next year and 3% in 2021. And to quote from the communique released               
in December, 

This settlement is estimated to affect around 1800 academic and          
general staff in a variety of occupations, including lecturers,         
department administrators, bridging programme teachers,     
maintenance staff, IT services staff, technicians, medical       
practitioners, clinical educators, cleaning and grounds staff. 

In particular, we were really happy with the lowest paid among us – the cleaners –                
receive a minimum hourly wage of $20.55 as of this year. 
We are also pleased that the three month stand-down for wage rises continues to              
apply for staff who are not members of the union 
There was also some movement on the merit bar in general staff salary scales – but                
this is something that is yet to be satisfactorily resolved and will be carried over for                
further CEA negotiations in the future. 
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New Vice Chancellor 
Earlier in the year we joined the rest of the UC community to welcome our new VC                 
Professor Cheryl de la Rey. We, along with the TEU National President Michael             
Gilchrist had the opportunity to meet early on with the VC, and Professor de la Rey                
also attended an afternoon meeting with the UC Branch a few months back. We              
have been heartened by the VC’s willingness to develop a relationship, with the TEU              
and the direction that it is hoped the university will head in. For example the               
development of research capacity and expertise which would signal an investment           
approach rather than disinvestment, and also the desire in management to build            
closer relationships with our communities. The TEU and we look forward to working             
with management to achieve these goals and others. 

 
TEU National President Michael Gilchrist, Branch Co-presidents Warwick Anderson and Garrick 

Cooper 

Critic and Conscience Award, and TEU AGM 
This year the Branch nominated Professor Anne Marie Brady (College of Arts,            
Political Science) for national TEU Critic and Conscience Award. We are thrilled that             
the council accepted our nomination. Professor Anne Marie Brady was the           
successful recipient at the TEU AGM. Anne Marie delivered a hard-hitting speech at             
the conference and this was well received by delegates. We join the branch in once               
again acknowledging the very important, but also sometimes lonely and dangerous           
work of being critics and conscience of society. This is perhaps an undervalued             
aspect of the roles of academics and we would like to encourage our members to               
think seriously about how we all may fulfil our obligations in this respect. 
Minister Chris Hipkins was also present at the TEU AGM and answered difficult             
questions. 

Membership 
After experiencing a decline in membership since the earthquakes, which was also            
consistent with national level trends, this year we have had a small surge in              
membership. This is perhaps in part because of the successful bargaining but also a              
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stabilisation of the workforce across the university as our students numbers continue            
to recover to pre-earthquake levels. 

National level 
At the national we have a new national President, Michael Gilchrist who is present              
here today. Michael has had a lengthy involvement in unions, was once an             
organiser and an academic at Victoria University of Wellington. We have already            
had a number of meetings with Michael and we envisage continuing to work             
productively alongside him, likewise the National Office. The National Office has           
also had a changing of the guard somewhat. Nannette Cormack (Deputy National            
Secretary) resigned earlier in the year as did, Jo Scott (Policy Analyst). Both             
Nanette and Jo had worked for the TEU for a number of years and their contributions                
and institutional knowledge is a significant loss. Sandra Grey – our previous            
National President – has taken up a full time role (Communications and Campaigns             
Officer), with the National Branch. With the change of government and the            
significant government activity in the tertiary sector that the National Office wanted to             
front foot engagement and dialogue     
with the Minister and his office      
during this busy period. Sandra’s     
appointment increases our capacity    
in that area and you will have       
noticed a number of press     
statements and campaigns she is     
fronting on the TEU’s behalf.     
Sandra obviously has significant    
expertise and experience in this     
type of work 
As mentioned, and I am sure you       
are all well aware, there have been       
a number of announcements in the      
tertiary sector that has significant     
impact, particularly in the Polytechnic and ITP sector. Less so in the universities.             
Sandra Grey was recently appointed to the Establishment Board responsible for           
implementing the Reform of Vocational Education. 
We note that there is a big merger happening with the polytechnics being coalesced              
into one national operator – and that there are winners in that -- and losers (Southern                
Institute of Technology being the main one)  
Whenever and wherever there is competition between education providers there will           
be winners and losers, financially speaking – and along the way, it seems to me that                
the quality of education coverage has been driven down – and many of our              
colleagues in the ITP sector have lost their jobs along the way as “consolidated”              
providers have pulled out of smaller centres. But we, of the TEU would prefer that               
the focus be taken off Darwinian competition between providers and greater           
emphasis be put on co-operation to enhance overall quality and coverage. The            
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crying shame of our age is that smaller centres have been left out in the cold without                 
reasonable access to tertiary education – we hope to see that change now.  
So, we live in interesting times. 
Meanwhile, the government declined to go ahead with the merger between UC and             
Lincoln University. This was shaping as one that would mean a significant impact on              
staff and students at both institutions, perhaps more so at Lincoln, and also an              
increase in the amount of work for organisers. It will be interesting to see what is                
going to happen next. 
As Co-Presidents we would like to sincerely thank all of the TEU UC Branch              
committee members. The committee has been actively engaged in advancing, and           
advocating on issues that affect us all.  
We would also like to again welcome our not so new, new organiser Libi Carr. Libi                
has slotted into the team really well. 
And on a personal note, I am moving on from being a branch co-president – which                
I’ve been for about three years now. It’s been interesting and at times challenging –               
thanks for having me! 
Warwick Anderson, Garrick Cooper (Co-Presidents) 

Scholars at Risk 
The Branch AGM heard that your Branch Committee is considering a proposal to             
support the Scholars At Risk program and Jack Heinemann’s summary of the            
proposal was read out at the AGM. It is included here so that Branch members are                
aware of the proposal. 

The University of Canterbury is considering joining the Scholars At Risk           
network. If it does, it will be the only New Zealand University to do so, but                
it would join the Tertiary Education Union and the New Zealand Royal            
Society who are also members. 
The UC branch is proud of the historic role of UC in supporting the              
philosopher Karl Popper, a refugee from the genocide of WWII. We are            
proud of our response to racism and our tradition of inclusion. Consistent            
with these values and the history of UC, a SAR membership would further             
support scholars who are displaced by war, persecution or other crises           
beyond their control. 
SAR began at the University of Chicago in 1999 and is now headquartered             
at New York University. SAR is an appropriate and logical partner for UC             
as it is for hundreds of universities worldwide. Eleven universities in           
Australia are financial members of SAR, including Melbourne and         
Canberra. Among the many universities in the UK are Newcastle,          
Cambridge and Oxford. Other US universities include Harvard, Stanford,         
UC Berkeley, San Diego, San Francisco and UW-Madison, and in Africa           
four universities including the University of Cape Town and Pretoria. As           
the first New Zealand university to have a critic and conscience and            
academic freedom policy it is fitting for us to also lead the way with entry               
into the SAR network.  
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Once a member of the network, UC may also host scholars identified by             
SAR. The Branch has discussed the possibility that should UC take up the             
role of being a host institution then there would be need and opportunity to              
provide additional support for the scholar and her or his family. With that             
idea in mind the Branch would like to discuss with the membership            
whether in the future it would be desirable to make a one-off contribution             
to the Foundation or similar charity that staff and other members of the             
community could also donate to, using the proceeds to supplement what           
the University provided as core support for refugee scholars. 

For information about the program: 
(https://www.scholarsatrisk.org/actions/host-a-scholar/) 

Camellia Awards - Women’s Suffrage Week 

As part of Women’s Suffrage week, we       
hosted the Camelia Awards. Female staff      
were nominated for making an impact in       
their area by fellow members. After      
receiving some great nominations that     
included both Academic and General staff      
and a range of college/service units 17       
amazing women received awards. 
Thank you to everyone who took part!  
 
Suzanne McNabb (TEU National Women’s     
Committee) has also advised that there is       
an excellent historical documentary about     
Māori women organising and leading from      
1890s to today. It is available until October.        
He Māngai Wāhine - The Women’s Voices 

School Climate Strike 
In the general business section of the Branch AGM Malcolm Scott spoke briefly             
about the announcement that day by the VC Professor Cheryl de la Rey that “UC               
recognises the School Strike 4 Climate NZ on Friday 27 September” and outlined to              
the meeting that that UC was the third university, following media coverage of the              
VC’s of Lincoln and Victoria, to publicly support the September schools climate            
strike. Victoria’s VC Grant Guilford’s comment to RNZ on 3 September to allow staff              
and students to take part in ‘civic action’ set a precedent and a challenge for every                
New Zealand University and was endorsed by the TEU Canterbury branch           
committee at its meeting on 18 September. Branch committee members will be            
taking part in the climate strike and some will be joining UC students to march from                
UC to Cathedral Square on the day. 
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Review of Vocational Education 
A major campaign of the TEU nationally is engaging with the Government’s review of              
the polytech sector. The government is currently soliciting submissions and these           
close on the 13th of October. The TEU website has resources available for             
information and action: https://teu.ac.nz/campaigns/rove  

Rainbow Te Kahukura/Q Canterbury 
BBQ 
As part of UC’s Diversity Fest, the TEU Rainbow Te          
Kahukura group are teaming up with Q Canterbury for         
a BBQ lunch (vegan options will be available). All         
LGBTQIA+ staff and students are welcome, plus allies. 

When:  Tuesday 8 October, 12-2 pm 

Where: TEU House, 41 Creyke Road 

 
 

Your 2019-2020 Branch Committee 
Co-President       Garrick Cooper, Maori and Indigenous Studies  

garrick.cooper@canterbury.ac.nz   ext. 92088 
Co-president Rob Stowell, e-Learning Support 

rob.stowell@canterbury.ac.nz    ext: 94044 
Immediate Past President Warwick Anderson, Economics and Finance 

warwick.anderson@canterbury.ac.nz    ext. 93764 

Vice-President Grant Bush, Information Technology Services 
grant.bush@canterbury.ac.nz    ext. 94321 

Secretary/Treasurer Tim O’Sullivan, Central Library, 
tim.osullivan@canterbury.ac.nz, ext. 93885 

 Te Uepū General Staff Representative 
 Rā Steer, Central Library, ra.steer@canterbury.ac.nz, ext. 

93912 

Te Uepū Academic Staff Representative 
Ngaroma Williams, School of Teacher Education, 
ngaroma.williams@canterbury.ac.nz, ext. 90880 

Youth Representative Samantha Armitage, College of Business and Law 
samantha.armitage@canterbury.ac.nz    ext. 95089 

Rainbow Te Kahukura Representative 
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Jennifer Middendorf, UC Arts Digital Lab, 
jennifer.middendorf@canterbury.ac.nz ext: 92104 

Active Members Benita Rarere-Briggs, Education, Health and Human 
Development 
benita.rarere-briggs@canterbury.ac.nz    ext: 93731 

 Richard Davies, e-Learning Support 
richard.davies@canterbury.ac.nz    ext: 93259 

 Malcolm Scott, College Office Business & Law, 
malcolm.scott@canterbury.ac.nz  ext: 93577 

 Steven Gieseg, School of Biological Sciences 
steven.gieseg@canterbury.ac.nz    ext: 95599 

TEU websites of interest 

TEU National webpage: https://teu.ac.nz/ 

TEU Canterbury Branch Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/StandUpForUC 

Academic Freedom Aotearoa: https://www.facebook.com/academicfreedomnz/  

Our Collective Employment Agreements are available online 

https://teu.ac.nz/branches/universities/canterbury/ or 

https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/about/hr/employment-agreements/ 
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